CURVES AND AESTHETIC SURFACES GENERATED BY THE R-R-RTR MECHANISM
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Abstract. Let’s consider a mechanism having two driving elements with revolving movements and a RTR dyad, with elements of null length and aesthetic tracks of a point are determined on a rod, for various linear movement laws of driving elements. The generated curves revolve around x and y axes and aesthetic surfaces result.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The literature studies various mechanisms having their mobility level equal to 1. Paths, movement laws, successive positions are determined. In very few cases, M=2 mechanisms are analysed. [1] studies the paths generated by a space mechanisms with two conducting elements, that is two rotations after perpendicular directions. There is evidence for the possibility of using this mechanism in the researches of the cosmic space. In [2] a mechanism for a press is optimized starting from its geometry and the kinematic study, then by using the Adams soft. In [3] kinematic and dynamic studies are made at a walking mechanism used for human prostheses. Interest points paths and successive positions of the final conducted elements are studied. In [4] the moving biologic mechanisms of some insects are studied reaching equivalent mechanisms, building robots with various freedom levels. In [5] there are structural and kinematic problems of mechanisms that generate aesthetic surfaces. Such curves and surfaces are useful for: kinetic art, commercials, artesian fountains, toys etc.

2. KINEMATIC SCHEME

Fig. 1 indicates the kinematic scheme of this mechanism. It consists of the revolving driving elements 1 and 4 and RTR 2-3 dyad. The length of the BC rod is variable during the movement. The tracks of the E point located at the maximum length of the BC rod with a variable length have to be determined.
3. RESULTING AESTHETIC CURVES.

The following sizes of the mechanism were adopted: \(a=30;\ b=50;\ BE=25\ ;\ x_A=\) variable. The movement laws of the driving elements were considered correlated through the relation: \(\varphi = c\psi\ .\ \psi =0\ldots\) was cycled for 360 degrees and \(\varphi\) was determined using the above relation, therefore for every value of \(\psi\) there is a different value of \(\varphi\). Many of the curves generated by this mechanism are given in another paper. Only some aesthetic curves are given here. Some of the next figures comprise the system of axes from fig. 1. Fig. 2 indicates a curve resulted for \(c=-1,\ X_A=25\). The curve from fig. 3 resulted for \(c=2,\ X_A=25\).

For \(c=2\) and \(X_A=80\) there is the curve from fig. 4, and for \(c=-2\) and \(X_A=25\) there is the curve in fig. 5.

Working similarly, other curves resulted:
- fig. 6 for \(c=3,\ X_A=25\);
- fig. 7 for \(c=3,\ X_A=80\);
- fig. 8 for \(c=-3,\ X_A=25\);
- fig. 9 for \(c=10,\ X_A=1\);
- fig. 10 for \(c=-10,\ X_A=1\);
- fig. 11 for c=10, XA=10;
- fig. 12 for c= 10, XA=50;
- fig. 13 for c= - 10, XA=50;
- fig. 14 for c= 5, XA=50;
- fig. 15 for c= 20, XA=10.
These curves have special aesthetics.

4. RESULTED AESTHETIC SURFACES

The above curves were rotated together with other curves around x and y axes, and surfaces resulted rendered here through the projections in xoy plan. These surfaces have special aesthetics. $\psi = 0 \ldots$ was cycled for 360 degrees and $\varphi$ was determined using the above relation, therefore for every value of $\psi$ there is another value of $\varphi$. For every value of $\psi$ a trajectory results, the resulting surface being a succession of trajectories.

Therefore, for the track in fig. 16 ($c=1, XA=25$), there is the surface from fig. 17 at its revolution around x and the one in fig. 18 at its revolution around y.

For the curve in fig. 2, there is the surface in fig. 19 at its revolution around x and the one in fig. 20 at its revolution around y.

The curve in fig. 21 ($c=1, XA=80$) provides the surface in fig. 22 at the revolution around x and the one in fig. 23 at the revolution around y.
The curve in fig. 21 (c=1, XA=80) provides the surface in fig. 22 at the revolution around x and the one in fig. 23 at the revolution around y.

For the curve in fig. 24 (c=0.1, XA=25), there is the surface in fig. 25, at its revolution around x and that in fig. 26 at the revolution around y.

The curve in fig. 27 (c= -0.1, XA=25) provides the surface in fig. 28 at the revolution around x and that in fig. 29 at the revolution around y.

For the curve in fig. 3 (c=3, XA=25) there is the surface in fig. 30 at the revolution around x and that in fig. 31 at the revolution around y.
Similarly, for the curve in fig. 4 (c=2, XA=80), there are fig. 32 (at the revolution around x) and fig. 33 (at the revolution around y).

Similarly, the curve in fig. 5 (c= -2, XA=25) provides the surface in fig. 34 and 35.

The curve in fig. 6 (c=3, XA=25) provides the surface from fig. 39 and 40.

Similarly, the curve from fig. 7 (c=3, XA=80) generates the surface from fig. 41 and 42.

The curve in fig. 8 (c= -3, XA=25) generated the surface from fig. 43 and 44.
All these surfaces have special aesthetics.

5. CONCLUSIONS

- the studied mechanism provides aesthetic curves for some dimensions and linear correlations between the movement laws of the two driving elements.
- the resulted aesthetic curves provide the aesthetic curves at the revolution around x and y axes.
- some curves without special aesthetics result in aesthetic surfaces as well.
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